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DSM company badges

1 Introduction

This guideline has been made to support the DSM sites and offices in creating company badges.

A ‘DSM company badge’ is understood to be any badge that DSM employees, contractor employees and 
visitors need in order to access/exit DSM sites and offices.

2 Approach

All company badges throughout the company should comply with the DSM company badges as decribed in 
the DSM brand identity requirements, to be found at the DSM brand center.

3 Costs

The cost of company badges will be for the account of the individual DSM sites and DSM offices.
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4 Types of company badges

DSM has developed five different types of company badges:

• DSM employee badge:  Basic badge, to be used by all DSM employees with a 
 DSM employment contract.

• Temporary badge for DSM employee:  Badge valid for one day, to be used by employees who have left 
 their DSM Employee Badge at home or whose badge is not 
 working because of technical/ICT failures.

• DSM contractor badge: Badge for contractor employees who, for work reasons, need to 
 have access to a DSM site/office on a more or less permanent basis.

• Temporary badge for DSM contractor: Badge valid for one day, to be used by contractors who need to 
 have access to a DSM site/office on a temporary basis, or 
 contractors who have left their DSM contractor badge at home or 
 whose DSM contractor badge is not working because of 
 technical/ICT failures.

• DSM visitor badge:  Badge to be used by visitors; valid for one day.

Other types of badges are not available and are not admitted; the new DSM visual identity is mandatory. 
Each site can decide which of the five badges specified above will have to be used.

5 Instructions to develop your company badges

General

Each badge type is available as a JPEG file and are available to download from the DSM Brand Center.

To produce your own company badges, please upload the JPEG file to your local badge development/
production system.

The font to be used for the lettering is Trebuchet MS regular and bold. The font is a regular MS Windows font 
and freely available. Please note: we deliberatively decided not to change the company badge font from 
Trebuchet to Fira Sans as this would require a complete new design setup which, for the moment, is not 
desirable. However, do realize this is one of the rare exceptions where we don’t live up to the one font only 
policy, in order to simplify applying the DSM brand identity requirements.

The different types of badges should be developed according to the instructions given below.

If you need more information about the company brand, you can visit the DSM Brand Center or contact the 
DSM Brand Office (branding.support@dsm.com).

All questions related to company badges and security can be sent to your security department.
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DSM employee badge

Typical format:

Name of employee:

• Font/size should be 13 pt Trebuchet Bold, color white

• If, for technical reasons only, a white font is not possible, please apply a 13 pt Trebuchet Bold color black

• If there is not enough space for the full name (that is, if the name has too many characters) you can either 
use a smaller font or omit part of the name (e.g. the maiden name of a female employee)

• The name should be in the following format: last name, prefix(es), initial(s)

Size of the photo:

• Please position the photo exactly over the grey field on the template

• The bottom of the photo should be aligned with the top of the logo on the right

Information field:

• Font/size: 13 pt Trebuchet bold, color white

• Place the word ‘Card nr.’ and the actual employee number in the dark blue area, as per the example

Security information:

• Some employees have special rights in the event of an emergency. These rights can be indicated below 
the photo (see the typical example above stating ‘Right of entry in case of fire’)

• Font/size: 10 pt Trebuchet bold, color red

Back:

• Here, security and safety information can be added

• Fonts and sizes:

– Large text 8.5pt Trebuchet bold, color black

– Small text 5.8pt Trebuchet regular

• If you do not have these exact font sizes, use sizes that are closest to the prescribed sizes

• If appropriate, you can use icons for security/safety purposes
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Title:

• Temporary badge for DSM employee: typeface Trebuchet 13 pt color white.

Size of the photo:

• No photo

Information field:

• Font/size: 13 pt Trebuchet bold, color white

• Place the word ‘Card nr.’ and the actual card number centered in the dark blue area, as per the example

Back:

• Here, security and safety information can be added

• Fonts and sizes:

– Large text 8.5pt Trebuchet bold, color black

– Small text 5.8pt Trebuchet regular, color black

• If you do not have these exact font sizes, use the sizes that are closest to the prescribed sizes

• If appropriate, you can use icons for security/safety purposes

Temporary badge for DSM employee

Typical format:
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Title:

• DSM Visitor: typeface Trebuchet 13 pt color white

Size of the photo:

• No photo

Information field:

• Font/size: 13 pt Trebuchet bold, color white

• Place the word ‘Card nr.’ and the actual badge number in the center of the badge, as per the example

Back:

• Here, security and safety information can be added

• Fonts and sizes:

– Large text 8.5pt Trebuchet bold, color black

– Small text 5.8pt Trebuchet regular, color black

• If you do not have these exact font sizes, use the sizes that are closest to the prescribed sizes

• If appropriate, you can use icons for security/safety purposes

DSM visitor badge

Typical format:
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Title:

• DSM Contractor: typeface Trebuchet 13 pt color white.

Size of the photo:

• Please position the photo exactly over the grey field on the template

• The bottom of the photo should be aligned with the top of the logo on the right.

Name of contractor:

• Lettering font/size should be 10pt Trebuchet bold, color black

• If there is not enough space to place the full name (too many characters) you can either use a smaller font 
or omit part of the name (e.g. the maiden name of a female employee)

• The name should be in the following format: last name, prefix(es), initial(s).

Information field:

• The words ‘Card nr.’ and the number itself: Typeface 8 pt Trebuchet bold, color black

• The word ‘Contractor’ and the contractor name: Typeface 8 pt Trebuchet bold, color black.

Back:

• Here, security and safety information can be added

• Fonts and sizes:

– Large text 8.5pt Trebuchet bold, color black

– Small text 5.8pt Trebuchet regular, color black

• If you do not have these exact font sizes, use the sizes that are closest to the prescribed sizes

• If appropriate, you can use icons for security/safety purposes

DSM contractor badge

Typical format:
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Title:

• Temporary badge for DSM contractor: typeface Trebuchet 13 pt color white.

Size of the photo:

• No photo

Information field:

• Font/size: 13 pt Trebuchet bold, color white

•  Place the word ‘Card nr.’ and the actual badge number in the center of the badge, as per the example

Back:

• Here, security and safety information can be added

• Fonts and sizes:

– Large text 8.5pt Trebuchet bold, color black

– Small text 5.8pt Trebuchet regular, color black

• If you do not have these exact font sizes, use the sizes that are closest to the prescribed sizes

• If appropriate, you can use icons for security/safety purposes

Temporary badge for DSM contractor

Typical format:


